I. Correlations in Separate Groups
. Observed correlations between abilities and grades among mechanical engineering students (N = 150).
SV tests
Verbal 
II. Model Specification

Spatial Visualization (SV)
There were six tests we expected to load on a SV factor: Paper folding, Mental rotations, Mental cutting (MCT), Schnitte, Figure-selection and Cube. Since these tests were not developed within a single test-battery, we first conducted an exploratory factor analysis (EFA; geomin oblique rotation) on these tests only. This indicated that a two factors solution fitted the data significantly better than a one factor solution (χ 2 /df = 26.05/5, p < 0.001). Factor loadings for the two-factor solutions are shown in Table S3 . The two cross-sectioning tests (Schnitte and MCT) loaded on a factor which was distinct from the one explaining variance in the rest of the tests. The MCT had significant loadings on both factors. Thus, the different SV tests were not as unitary as expected. Next, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in which a single common factor was specified, as initially hypothesized. As expected given the result of the EFA, fit of this model indicated considerable misspecification (though it could be accepted): χ 2 /df = 37.39/9 (p < 0.001); RMSEA =0.10 (90% CI = 0.07-0.13); CFI = 0.93; SRMR = 0.04. According to modification indices, the residual variances of MCT and Schnitte were highly correlated. When this correlation was freely estimated model fit significantly improved (χ 2 /df = 15.85/8 (p = 0.04); RMSEA = 0.06 (90% CI = 0.01-0.10); CFI = 0.98; SRMR = 0.03). Parameter estimates for this model are presented in Figure S1 . The significant correlation between the residuals of Schnitte and MCT could result for several reasons. First, both tests require the visualization of cross-sections, and this type of SV might substantially differ from the types of SV involved in the other tests (e.g., mental rotations). Second, both tests had a rather loose time limit comparing to the other tests, which may have, additionally increased their covariation. The loose time limit may have increased the likelihood of using nonspatial solving strategies. Given these results, it seemed justified to retain a measurement model in which the unique variance of Schnitte and MCT was estimated and differentiated from the factor common to all of the tests. Note that both Schnitte and MCT still had high loadings on the common factor.
A Correlated Factors Model
We next conducted a CFA with the model shown in Figure 1 in the main paper. Fit indices for this model were: χ 2 /df = 95.42/50, p ≤ 0.001; RMSEA (90% CI) = 0.05 (0.04-0.07); CFI = 0.94; SRMR = 0.05. Although we accepted this model, misspecification was still present. According to modification indices, "Schnitte" loaded significantly on the verbal factor, and freeing this path would have further improved model fit. Indeed, the test 'Schnitte' was likely verbally (and not only spatially) demanding, as it included complex verbal instructions and problems which were presented only verbally. However, although allowing this cross-loading could be justified, we chose to retain for further analyses the less accurate but simpler model, which was still of acceptable fit.
III. Multiple Group Invariance
Although mean differences on the observed variables was trivial, we tested whether measurement invariance existed across the groups so that predictions could be validly compared. Measurement invariance was to confirm that the ability factors as modelled above measured the same constructs in each group. We conducted multiple group analysis for the correlated factors model described above following steps described in Kline (2016) and Wang & Wang (2012) . We first tested for configural invariance, which indicated whether the number of factors and pattern of factor loadings was similar across groups, without imposing equality constrains on any of the parameters. Next, we tested for scalar invariance, which indicated whether factor loadings and intercepts could be assumed similar in both groups. The results are summarized in Table S4 . We also report the results for the baseline model as tested separately in each group (first two rows in Table S4 ). Because we used the MLR estimator, the values for the chi-square difference test are adjusted based on the Satorra-Bentler correction factor (Satorra & Bentler, 2001) . As shown, fit of the configural model was satisfactory, and the scalar model did not significantly differ from the configural model. Thus, we could assume measurement invariance was achieved across groups. Tables S5-S6 and Figures S2-S3 are identical to Tables 5-6 and Figures 2-3 in the main paper, except that here the results are for data in which missing values on grades were excluded from the analysis. 
IV. Analyses in Which Missing Values on Grades Were Excluded
